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NEW QUESTION: 1
The ConferenceMe feature can support how many simultaneous
participants per MCU?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider the Global Properties following settings:
The selected option "Accept Domain Name over UDP (Queries)"
means:
A. All UDP Queries will be accepted by the traffic allowed
through all interfaces and this will be done before first
explicit rule written by Administrator in a Security Policy.
B. UDP Queries will be accepted by the traffic allowed only
through interfaces with external anti-spoofing topology and
this will be done before first explicit rule written by
Administrator in a Security Policy.
C. All UDP Queries will be accepted by the traffic allowed by
first explicit rule written by Administrator in a Security
Policy.
D. No UDP Queries will be accepted by the traffic allowed
through all interfaces and this will be done before first
explicit rule written by Administrator in a Security Policy.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You can create a printing pool to automatically distribute
print jobs to the next available
printer. A printing pool is one logical printer connected to
multiple printers through multiple ports of the print server.
The printer that is idle receives the next document sent to the
logical printer.
All printers in a pool must use the same driver. Is the above
statement true or false?
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
Explanation:
Printer Pool requires identical hardware and drivers.

NEW QUESTION: 4
When shopping with her dad, Sally knocks items off the shelf,
especially canned goods. The cans make a loud noise when they
hit the floor. Her dad decides to teach her an alternative
behavior.
What alternative behavior is the BEST choice to teach?
A. Sally drops items into the cart when her dad gives them to
her.
B. Sally pushes the shopping cart with both hands.
C. Sally keeps her hands in her pockets while in the store.
D. Sally holds dad's hand while shopping and gets to let go
when quiet.
Answer: A
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